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ATTENTION ATTENTION ATTENTION

The following person was accidentally

left off the listing of people involved in

the Watergate conspiracy, Please don't forget

him when you run anything about Watergate:

Richar d Nixon: currently President of the United

States, Nixon is implicated in the Watergate con-

spiracy. In the past he has been cited for un-

ethical campaign practices.
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THE RISING PRICE OF MEAT:

* HUGE CONGLOMERATES LIVE OFF THE FAT

LIBERATION News Service

[Editor 1
s Note: The following is an edited version

of an article which first appeared in Seer's Catalo-

gue , Albuquerque, N,M. ]

NEW YORK (LNS)-- Supermarket prices have climb-*

ed at a record pace in recent months p putting con-

sumer prices at the highest rate since the Korean

War. Grocery prices are climbing at an annual rate

of 20,3% and meat prices are rising at an annual

rate of 39%,

The Nixon Administration cites inflation as the

culprit lor the rising food prices. Secretary of Ag-

riculture Earl But z tells us that the "era Of rela-

tively cheap food is over." The reason: normal in-

flationary trends have finally caught up with the

food market, Butz went on to say that "American peo-

ple have been eating too cheaply in the past"

Consumers, faced with a government which seem-

ed only too willing to offer advice on eating fish

and cheese, resorted to a meat boycott in April,

The Nixon administration responded, in an effort

to cripple the nationwide boycott, with a ceiling on

meat prices.

However, as a labor organizer and boycott sup-

porter in Albuquerque pointed out, "The trouble with

the ceiling is that it has been set at the highest

levels ever for meat prices,"

Virginia Knauer, the president's consumer advisor,

had no words of sympathy for the boycott either. In-

stead she advised the public to save money by using

shopping lists and unit pricing, and to buy more

meat organs rather than the more popular cuts.

One consumer wrote her a letter telling her to "eat

your shopping lists" and many of the other thousands

of letters were reportedly "unprintable".

Why are prices rising? True, it's inflation
inflation meaning the rapid rise in prices. But

why the inflation? Ranchers cite the rising cost of

wheat and farm equipment.

The ILS, exported a billion bushels of wheat in

1972, a large part in deals with the Soviet Union and

China. Those deals, sanctioned and encouraged by the

Nixon Administration, contributed to a substantial
price increase on wheat and other grains used for

feed.

"vertical integration", it also slaughters all

the cat. tie t t feeds and does everything down to

cutting some of its beet into portions ready for

cooking Before integration, cattle grazing,

feeding ,
slaughter, shipping, cutting, packaging,

and retailing were all done by separately owned

businesses

In an article entitled "Conglomerate Carni-

vores" in Nat j on magazine - author James Rowen

states that"the theoretical savings that such

streamlined management should bring about, parti-

cularly by eliminating middle man profits, never

seem to reach the consumer indeed higher retail

prices have gone hand in hand with vertical in-

tegration tc engorge the profit margins of the

biggest operators "

Integrated beet companies consistently lead

"Fortune’s 500" charts which measure the intensi-

ty of profits The opportunity for high profits

in the beef business is so tempting that America's

nonfarm corporate giants --Wail Street brokerage hou-

ses and ntw
i ; cheated tax- sheltered partnerships --

are fast moving theix investments Into ratal Ameri-
ca

Today*, firms like Greyhound, L-T-V, Atiantic-

Richfield Oil, General Host, DuPont, Glore, Forgan

and the St Louis-San Francisco Railroad are big
operators in the beef industry, and the men man-

aging vast cattle herds and feeding operations

are likely to be bankers, brokers and New York

executives

Yet the N^xon Administration never mentions
this increasing monopoly control of beef as a pos-

sibility for price hikes, Instead of some of the

firms listed above Nixon and Butz blame the

small farmers, the unions and the housewife.

Iowa* Beef Processors (IBP), the largest cat-

tle slaughterer and beef processor in the U.S., .h

had sales of $716 million in 1970. In 1971 the

sales soared to $1 billion, with a 48% rise in af-

ter-tax profits.

Missouri Beef Processors (MBP) , the fifth
largest in the country, similarly increased sales

from $219 million in 19?0 to $304 million in 1971.

These two companies are planning a merger
(being managed by former Treasury Secretary and
now presidential advisor John Connally's legal

firm) that would result in control of 20% of the

national market and a large step toward complete
domination or the beef industry.

But a more revealing answer is found in a closer
look at the corporate structure of the beef industry

In America,. beef Is now being consumed at an

annual rate of 133 pounds per person accounting for

a large part of the average grocery bill. More and

more, this vital industry is being taken over by the

big conglomerates.

Behind the high cost of food is the growing mon-

opoly domination of cattle, poultry and agriculture.

"Vertical" integration"-^or control of two or more

steps in the production process- -is pait of this

For example, Monfort of Colorado, Inc. , started

out as a feeder lot in the 1930's. But today, through
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The growth of the Arizona-Colorado Land and
Cattle Co, iji Jus urates the vast and rapid transfor-
mation of the cattle industry. In 1966 Arizona-
Cplorado was indistinguishable from the majority of
beef companies 1

' in the U.S„ it had about 1000 head
of cattle By >9,0 it olaimedi it was "one of the —
country's vertically integrated beef pro-
ducers/’ with some 40,000 head.

During that period from r 66 to ”70, Arizona-
Colorado bought up iC ranches. in *4 states giving
them a lard area twice the size Rhode Island.
It also acquired the biggest commercial feed lot
in California a meatpacking plant in hhoenifcj and
2 l and management? rax. n Th ey a 1 so, oh-
ce (#523 May 12, 19 73 more



MEXICAN GUERRILLAS KIDNAP U.S., CONSUL: HE IS

RELEASED AFTER ALL DEMANDS ARE METtained a 94% interest in the Alamosa National Bank,
which controls much of the ranching finance in

southern Colorado, and purchasdd Farmlands, Inc.,

5 major manufacturer of ranching machinery. By

1971, Arizona- Co lorado had quadrupled its income
and tripled its profits.

Western Beef, which operates in the Texas pan-

handle area and in New Mexico, is the 2nd largest
integrated cattle company in the U.S. In 1971, *

Westem rs revenues jumped 'by 31%. Their revenues
jumped by 128% in the first quarter of 1972, com-

pared with the same period the year before.

In 19 72, Greyhound Co. bought Armour Meat
and won a sales increase of 301%. This is "the re-

cord" for Fortune’s 500 largest companies.

It is at tlie feedlots, where the cattle are fed
and fattened before slaughter, "that the cattle in-
dustry’s growing integration has taken its greatest
toll of small operators," says Rowen. "The commer-
cial feedlot has disappeared in the last decade,
vastly altering the face of small-town America.

"In 1970 alone, 14,614 such small lots went out
of business. In the same year, 312,000 farm people
left the land, often driven out by the economic po-
wer of the integrated ’operation."

According to Time magazine, since 1950 the

number of farms have been cut in half. "Lately
this trend has been speeded up with the growth of

huge farming corporations including Tenneco, Pu-

rex, Getty Oil and Monsanto. Huge agribusiness firms
absolutely dominate the poultry business."

That term, agribusiness, is no journalists’ in-

vention', either. It was first coined by none other
than Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz.

Butz has been a leading champion of vertical
integration in agriculture. For years, he served
as a director of Ralston Purina, owner of a totally

integrated poultry line and of a beef supply sys-
tem that starts on an Oklahoma ranch and ends in

more than 700 Jack In the Box hamburger drive-ins.

When Butz resigned his Purina directorship to
become Secretary of Agriculture during Nixon’s
first term, the out-going Secretary

,
Clifford Har-

din, conveniently moved to Butz* s' Purina seat.

In addition to the seat on Ralston Purina’

s

board, Butz has held directorships on the boards
of Stokely Van Camp (canned goods), J.I. Case (trac-
tors), and International Minerals and Chemicals
(fertilizers)

.

Obviously, with Butz calling the shots for the
government, there isn’t 'going to be much of an at-
tempt to slow down this process of monopolization in
the agricultural industry in general, or in the
meat business in specific.

Butz has already made it clear that he thinks
things are going just fine: "...cattle are at a
20-year-high, hogs are higher and getting higher
...it’s all much better than in recent years .

"

Better for whom?

— 30—
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ++++++++++

*

GUADALAJARA, Mexico (LNS)— Thirty political

prisoners were freed by the Mexican government and

flown to Cuba as part of a deal to win the release

of U.S. Consul General Terrance Leonhardy. Leon-

hardy, assigned to Guadaljara, was kidnapped on

Friday May 4. , by a group calling themselves the

People’s Revolutionary Armed Forces,

In addition to the release of the 30 prisoners,

an $80,000 ransom was demanded--and paid by the

Mexican government. Leonhardy was released unharmed

on May 9. The U.S. State Department reiterated
its policy that' it would not pay ransom to what
they called "terrorist demands."

While the Mexican government of President

Luis Echiverria did release the 30-- 25 men and

5 women-- they continued to insist that Mexico
has no political prisoners

,
preferring to lab&l

the 30, "common bandits,"

However, most observers outside the Echiverria
government are willing to admit that the Mexican
government does indeed hold political prisoners
-- manjr of them student and trade union leaders

arrested during demonstrations which have increased
in frequency since the student demonstrations in

1968 which climaxed in the Tlatelolco massacre on

October 4, 1968. More than 500 people were gunned
down in "Mexico City’s Plaza of Three Cultures as

the Army attempted to break up the demonstrations
organized to protest the ’68 Olympics taking place
there

.

In the years since, there have been several
more such incidents, resulting in many deaths as

well as hundreds of arrests.

These public demonstrations, for the most^part,
are not reported by the U.S. press, which prefers
to maintain Mexico’s image as the exception in

Latin America-- a peaceful land of contented, pictur-
esque peasants. With good reason, too. Tourism is

Mexico’s most profitable industry and it is owned
lock, stock and barrel by U.S. interests. Not only
do U.S. interests own 90% of the hotels and other
tourist services in Mexico, but 85% of the tourists
themselves are Americans. In addition, U.S. inter-
ests dominate the Mexican economy, across the board.
In 19 70, there were 1~,915 foreign firms operating
in Mexico of which 1,080 had no Mexican participa-
tion at all, 90% of them were based in the U.S.
The State Department estimates U.S. investments in
Mexico at $1.9 billion.

Fortune Magazine pointed out in 1965 that "A
U.S. company that puts its money into Mexico can be
confident of avoiding most of the problems which
customarily unnerve foreign investors elsewhere in
Latin America. The country has gone for decades
without a revolutionary change in government, the
dangers of sudden expropriation are minimal and
the currency is stable."

While the U.S. press would like to continue to
foster that portrait, the facts are beginning to
hint at a somewhat different future. Consul Leon-
hardy’s kidnapping was not the first in recent years

[CONTINUED ON PAGE IQ]
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CAL. COUNTY FIGHTS TO .OBTAIN GOVT LEASE
FOR PUBLIC GEO-THERMAL PROJECT

EL CENTRO, California (LNS)--In May, the
Bureau of Land Management of the Department of the

Interior is due to offer to lease over 58 million
acres in California’s Imperial County, Until now,

no one has been interested in this federal ly-owned
desert land. However, recent discoveries of under-
ground steam beneath much of the land has raised
the possibilty of constructing a geo-thermal energy
plant there. As a result, the land has suddenly
become valuable,

Geo-thermal energy is produced by heat from the

earth’s core, which turns the water in the ground
into steam, Weils are drilled into the earth which
tap the trapped steam and harness it to electric
generatois

.

Geo-thermal energy is clean, safe and relative-
ly cheap to produce. While one installed kilowat of

electricity from a nuclear plant costs about $400,
it would cost only $200 from a geo-thermal plant.
Experts estimate that there is enough potential
in the California fields to supply energy to all

of Southern California— including Los Angeles— for

20 years.

Government -owned land contains the bulk of

North America’s geo-thermal reserves—which have
a heat potential 500 times as great as U.S. coal

reserves. However, the opening of these lands for

geo- thermal development has been successfully F6ught
Bd far "by oil and utilities companies. The reason
is that alternate energy sources could challenge
the power of the petroleum empire.

Lyndon Johnson—no enemy of oil-vetoed a

bill in 1965 that would have opened much federally-

owned land to geo-thermal development.

* * * *

Imperial County is a poor county, largely de-

pendent on agriculture. However, mechanization in

the fields is putting more and more farm workers
out of work each year, and new local industry is

desperately needed,

"What we want to do," explained Daniel del

Solar, an economic consultant working to get the
Federal government to lease the land to the county,

"is to form a not-for-profit economic corporation
whose aims will be to develop and operate geo-therm-
ally run electric plants that will be located on
land leased from the Federal government." After

such plants were in operation, the public corpor-
ations "would provide employment for the poor 1

through additional industries capitalized by the
geo-thermal operations,"

However, Federal leasing regulations favor
companies which have previously held Department
of the Interior leases. This means that a develop-
er who had previously invested in public land

could get the land simply by matching the highest
bid of another developer. In many cases, oil comp-

anies have acquired their land through Department
of the Interior leases.

Some, fear that if the large power companies
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do win the leases for the land, they will not

move to develop geo- thermal plants there be-

cause of their investments in fossil fuel

operations

"It is very possible, " said one well-
informed scarce, "that the large utility out-

fits wili just sit on these lands, to prevent
any one felse f rcrn getting them and becoming

competitive ."

The fate of the Land depends on whether
the Department of the Interior changes the

leasing regulations, removing the section
which gives companies with "grahdfather"leases"
the first chance at acquiring the geo-thermal
land

"We’re going to go to Washington," said
Solar. "But I can’t say it looks good. We are

getting almost no cooperation from Interior,
and the current set of geo-thermal land leas-
ing regulations give only one preference: to

companies and groups which have held previous
Department of the Interior leases. In short,
to those oilmen and ether large energy dealers
who have thus far controlled energy development
and profit

—30—
(This article was written with information
from Pacific News Service and Beyond Repair:
The Ecology of Capitalism , by Barry Weisberg.)
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WATERGATE CURBS GOP APPETITE:
MUST GIVE AWAY 500 TICKETS TO FUNDRAISING DINNER

WASHINGTON (LNS)--"I don’t stand here to-
night as a loser. We're here as winners and
we’re going to win," said Nixon at the annual
GOP fundraising gala held in Washington on May 9.

The $1000-a-plate event brought in $1 mil-
lion, but organizors admitted that they had to
give away 500 tickets to the filet-mignon-tomato-
du Barry meal due to the unappetizing pall cast
by the Watergate conspiracy on many top level
Republicans Prior to the grand jury subpoenas
and forced resignations of high White House
officials': In Apti.1, the GOP organizors had
boasted that the dinner would add $2 million
to their already bulging coffers

But the troubled White House "team" put
up a good show Nixon concluded his speech by
saying that he would "always remember this
group tonight, lemembex that when the going
got tough, you hung in there. . " And Vice-
president Agnew congratulated Nixon for “"Jeturn-
ing reason and stability to our public discourse.’

- - 3 0 - -

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXjcXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

YOU’VE COME A LONG WAY, DICKY

"Let me say, I didn’t get where I am by
ducking tough issues "

--Richard Nixon addressing
a GOP fundraising dinner on May 9, 1973

(#523) May 12, 1973 more



NORTHERN IRELAND CELEBRATES "THE RISING”

by Richard Trench

LIBERATION News Service

Part I : Easter m Derry

DERRY, N f I. (LNS) -- There is an unforgetablc
atmosphere m Ireland, North and South, on Easter
Sunday, There is a hint of communal enthusiasm
among the holiday crowds, the church services are

acted out with due regard for the symbolism of it

all, the streets echo with the tramp of marching men
posters calling for revolution decorate every wall,
and richly colored flags piece the sky.

For Ireland, Easter! -SuAday is a celebration of
identity. It is the celebration of "The Rising,"*
Do not ask what Rising. Though there have been
many risings in Ireland, there has only been one

"The Rising."

It was The Rising of Easter 1916, made by an

alliance of Socialists in the Irish Citizens Army
and in the trade union of Wobbly founder James
Connolly, and the left-wing nationalists of Patrick
Pearce’s Irish Volunteers. Out of those two groups
the IRA emerged. Right up until the IRA split
between Officials and Provisionals, the two trends
of Socialism and nationalism proved strange bed-

fellows ,

Easter in Derry was celebrated with pageantry
and pride. Tricolours and Starry Ploughs hung from
every house and the city’s population went out in

a holiday atmosphere donning Easter lillies (Sticky
Lillies that are attached to the lapel if you sup-
port the Officials, and Lillies with a pin if you
support the Provos)

.

At midnight Mass, only a few hours earlier,
the priest had made one of his regular attacks on
the Officials, "Those who attack the Church attack
God Himself," was the text. But few, save the older
generation, listen to the Church anymore. And so
no one expected the sermon to thin out the crowds
that would be gathering that afternoon.

The Easter celebrations, with all their sym-
bolism -- the death agony, followed by the resur-
rection of the nation on the third day -- are an
event that no one would miss.

As the Official IRA gathered, the flags at the
head of hundreds of marching men were unfurled.
The leading flag was the Plough and the Stars --

the plough as the symbol of labor, and the stars
for labor to reach for

Thousands turned up to watch the parade as it

made its way fromC.Creggan Hill ' down: rto "Free Derry"
Corner, the same route as <£ha£ civil rights march
that ended in such chaos on Bloody Sunday, January
13, 1972.. The hundreds of marchers that followed
the 40-man color guard, were followed in turn by
several, thousand supporters.

Easter is not only a time for ceremony, it is

also a time for recollection and reappraisal, Last
Easter’s march was held in the wake of Direct Rule.

The old devil, Stormont ("A Protestant Parliament
for a Protestant people") was gone, no one knew
what new form of devil would take its place would
take its place.
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Would the new power be a brutal imperialist or

a benevolent liberal? It turned' out to be both.

Withju a few weeks, Britain had demonstrated its

policy, shooting and killing Official IRA leader

Joe McCann, and taking on one of the biggest gunfights
ever m Belfast that followed as a reaction to the
McCann killing

Last summer, Protestants and Catholics in

Belfast fought it out on the Springfield Road, with
many killed Both communities built barricades to

protect themselves against each other; a short-lived'
Provo truce went off with a 'whimper and finished .with

a bang, and a brutal series of bombings in July saw
civil war around the corner.

The civil war never came. Instead, Britain
virtually emptied her NATO country garrisons and
poured into the North with tanks, armored cars and
infantry to be used against both Catholic and Pro-
testant barricades. To pull troops out of NATO,
Britain had to go to her allies and plead, hat in
hand. Nixon, the most important of the leaders,
said yes, but only on condition that troops move a-

gainst both groups, not just the Catholics.

Britain had no plans for allowing Protestants
to keep up their barricades either. In Protestant
NO-GO districts they had learned to run their own
community. Though most were right-wing, the fiint
voice of Protestant left-wingers began both to be 1 .

j

heard and listened to a’ little.

The British came in on the 31st of July, 1972.
Operation Motorman was the biggest military operation
the British Army had carried out since World War II.
Not only was it a blow to the IRA militarily, :but
Republican political activities also suffered. It’s
tough making street corner speeches when there’s
always a chance that the Brits might turn up.

As a new republican year started, the Brits were
still in the streets (though Easter Sunday they kept
well away), but the increased militancy of the young
has ensured that troops only move in in strength.

The march ended at Free Derry Corner where Mi-
chael Montgomery, an Officail Republican leader in
Derry and ex- internee chaired a meeting. He said
that we were -there not’ only to honor the dead of
1916, but also those in Derry who have died in the
same struggle since then. He referred to the victims
of Bloody Sunday who had died close to the spot
where he spoke,

Then a woman read out the Easter Proclamation
of 1916, a unique . document that combines the poetic
nationalism of Pearce with the hard analytical style
of the Marxist Connolly. "In the name of God and the
dead generations," it starts, "we declare the right
of the people of Ireland to the ownership of Ireland,
and the unfettered control of Irish destinies, to be
sovereign and indefeasible."

The main speech was given by Seamus Costello
(a man little known outsidek-Republican circles,

- but
who is probably the most important cog in the Official
IRA). Unlike some other Official IRA leaders, he is
popular in Derry..

Though most of thee Official IRA favored -the trUgeof a year ago, an increasing number in the North be-
came fearful of the moderate policies of the leader-
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* ship, and the tight reip that Dublin leaders are
holding on the Northern militants. Because Costello
has fought against this trend, he is popular
among this "left-wing opposition.”

Costello spoke of a deliberate campaign
designed to bring about a sectarian holocaust.
"The latest card in the Imperialist pack is, of
course, a White Paper followed once again by a

campaign of terror against the population and its
revolutionary elements."

The celebrations did not stop with the speeche
The week that followed saw a Cultural Festival in

Derry's Bogside district. Theatre, music, concerts
games, competitions, sports ...all week. It's
main feature was that it was a definitely working-
class festival, conscious of its assertion of com-
munity.

"Looking around me, and listening to the lilt
of the Derry accent," said author Thomas McAnna,
"I am aware that what we celebrate is a festival of
our very own identity."

The celebrations were followed by a demonstra-
tion, organized by the Official IRA on May first.
Mayday also saw hundreds of thousands of workers
on strike in England, protesting against the Brit-
ish government's Prices and Incomes policy of
keeping down wages.

In Derry, the celebration of identity, that
began on Easter Sunday in honor of a national

'

rising, ended on Mayday in international solidarity
with other workers from< other lands.

Part II : Easter in Belfast

BELFAST (LNS) -- Both Provisional and Official
parades in Belfast took the same route, up the
Falls Road to the Republican Plot at Milltown f

Cemetery.

The Provisional parade, which was the larger,
left first, but the thousands who had come out onto
the Falls Road to watch, stayed to cheer both
parades -- a reminder that in spite of the polit-
ical divisions, the majority of the Catholic com-
munity do( not' distinguish between "their boys,"
whether they be socialist or nationalist.

It had been, an eventful year for the Provision-
als of Belfast, now making their way through the
cheering crowds up the Falls Road. In a year they
had failed to take political advantage of their mil-
itary strength. Their ceasefire and short-lived
series of negotiations with the British had been
a failure. Many of their experienced men had been
arrested (the Ardoyne Provos lost so many that they
have temporarily gone out of action) and a scandal
over missing funds has resulted in another major
unit (the Andersontown Provos) being temporarily
suspended

,

On the credit side, they have nc shortage of
"stuff." They still retain the power that grows
out of the barrel of a gun, and though the rank
and file retain their typical Belfast bigotry, they
have become more socially aware. "Hating the cap-
italists as much as they hate the Protestants,"
was how one Belfast wit put it.

Easter oration was given by Provo leader David
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O'Connell. So secretive are the Provos about their
own structure that not even the Provos themselves
know if he really IS their chief of staff. "Mr.

Whitelaw-*" he said to the crowd, "believes that a

whiff of politics backed up by the mail fist will
purchase one half of us and intimidate the other
half."

The central issue in the war was between Ire-
land's right to be ruled by her own people, and the
British attempt to keep her in subjection. "There
can be no compromise on the fundamental issue as to

‘who should rule Ireland -- the British Parliament
or the Ilrish people... Irish people wherever they are
have a duty and obligation to stand shoulder to
shoulder with the people of this war-torn city."

In spite of the rhetoric, the Provisionals know
they are in a spot. Their nationalist demands are
unrealizable for the present, yet a break-off of
hostilities would destroy their raison d'etre.

"If the Provos call a truce," said one 18 year
old Provo woman to me, "we would be finished. I for
one would leave the Movement. But at the same time
there is nothing for us to fight about. The Provos
have got to keep on, if only to provide a defense
force for our areas against: the Brits and the Prods."

A Protestant in the Official IRA expressed his
fear of the Provos. "The leaders are not sectarian --

they are straight, honorable nationalists. It's
the rank and file and their supporters that worry me.
They joined because they wanted to get guns to hit
the Prods with.'.'

"One day the nationalists, with their watered-
down, trendy leftism, will no longer be able to con-
trol them, and the result does not bear even thinking
about."

He had reason to sound angry. As the Provos
were leaving after O'Connell's speech, the Official
IRA color guard was marching in. Recognizing one
of the party as a Protestant ,r some Provos. and .thfcir
supporters attacked him. Only quick action by
Official and Provo leader stopped a fight. "One
day something like that is going to happen and the
'responsible Provisionals' won't be around," he said.
"Imagine what would happen then."
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ARMED FORCES RADIO ADVOCATES WASP POWER

WASHINGTON (LNS) -- According to Jack Anderson's
column of February 6, the Armed Forces Radio Network
has given air time to two men who advocate the rule
of the woMd by white, Anglo-Saxon, Christian men.
The two men are GeraldL.K. Smith, who specializes in
speaking about the inferiority of Jews and Black
people, and r Rudo1ph Steiner.

Steiner's broadcast advocated resettling "at
least one half of the Negro population in the countries
that they came from," and deporting criminals to
labor camps in the Pacific Islands. -30-

[Thanks to Up Against the Bulkhead.]

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

PLEASE PAY MAY LNS BILLS
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[Note to editors: This is the first of a two part
interview about the economy. Part II will be run
in the next packet--#524

.

]

THE PRICES GO UP UP UP. . .AND THE VALUES GO

DOWN DOWN DOWN .

.

AN LNS INTERVIEW WITH RADICAL ECONOMIST DAVE GOLD

LIBERATION News Service

(Editor's note : When the dollar was devalued
eccrlier this year after heavy media coverage of
waves of speculation on the dollar and gold, most
of us scratched our heads and sighed After all

,

an understanding of international finance is some-
thing few of us can rightfully claim .

In the hack of many minds remained questions
like, has Nixon pulled another fast one? Will this
increase or decrease food prices? What will it
do for uiiemp toymen t? Will things get better or
worse

?

Secretary of the Treasury George Shultz
confidently promised that the dollar's devaluation
would be "of definite benefit to the American con-
sumer, the American working man , and the American
Businessman So, argued the Administration , we
should celebrate the dwindling of the dollar like
one big happy family ,

But if it's all so folly , why did the Wall
Street Journal take time out to comment on "the

Administration's effort to make the international
monetary chaos look like a way to solve the nation's
economic ills?"

Is it possible that the devaluation of the

dollar is exactly what it sounds like—another
cut in the anemic buying power of the American
greenback?

The following is the first of a two part in-
terview that LNS conducted with Dave Gold, an
economics professor at Columbia University and
member of the Union of Radical Political Economists
(URPE)

.

The first part will begin to explain how some

of the concepts that economists and the press throw
around actually Work 6 The second part connects
these concepts up with events in the world economic
and political arenas during the sixties and early
seventies, to provide some understanding of the

effect of Nixon's "New Economic Policy , ")

LET* S START BY TALKING ABOUT THE RECENT DE-
VALUATION OF THE DOLLAR. WHAT DOES IT MEAN WHEN
THE DOLLAR GETS DEVALUED? WHAT ARE ITS EFFECTS?

The devaluation of the dollar is a change in
the exchange rate between the dollar and other
currencies. For example, if at a certain point it

takes one dollar to buy five francs, after the
devaluation it might take $1.25 to buy five francs 0

Since it will cost more to buy francs, it will cost
more in terms of dollars to buy French goods.

For some of us, this shows up directly if we
are travelling overseas and are going to convert
our money. We suddenly realize that it takes more
dollars to buy the same francs that we could buy
last year.

For most of us, though, it shows up when we
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buy French or any other imported goods. Take wine

for example Right after the recent devaluation
many wine merchants ran huge ads saying "Buy now *

before the price goe.^ up."

They meant that the stock that they had in their

shops was stock they had bought before the devalu-

ation After the devaluation they would have to pay
more dollars for the same wine even though t he

French prices hadn’t changed

HOW ABOUT THE CASE OF . SAV ,
JAPANESE ELECTRONIC

CONSUMER GOODS
,
THOUGH? WASN'T THE PRICE ALWAYS

HIGH BECAUSE OF TARIFF PROTECTION?

There is some tariff protection, but if the

Japanese can produce the goods at a low enough pricei

they can undersell us even with the tariff protection.
For a country seeking to restrict imports, tariffs
and devaluation are often viewed as having the same
effect: they are both designed to raise the price
of the imported goods

,

CAN YOU SAY, THEN, THAT DEVALUATION IS GOOD
FOR AMERICAN COMPANIES IF IT MAKES AMERICANS BUY
AMERICAN GOODS BECAUSE THEY ARE CHEAPER THAN FOREIGN
GOODS?

That's part of the immediate effect. American
companies that are producing and selling in the U.S.
will now find that there's less competition.

One major example is automobiles. Two years ago,
in the summer of 1971, the automobile industry was
in serious trouble That is one reason why foreign
automobiles were singled out by Nixon in his new
economic policy announced in August, 1971 as a par-
ticular area in which he wanted to reduce foreign
competition. So there's no question that American
producers benefit by devaluation.

BUT DO THEY BENEFIT IN THE LONG RUN?

it's very, very hard to say. Take the devalu-
ation of the dollar m December, 1971--the Smith-
sonian Agreement [the first time the dollar had been
devalued since World War II] * It changed the rela-
tionship of the dollar to other world currencies.
Apparently it wasn't big enough or it took too long
to work itself out, because here we were, early
this year, and not only was the balance of payments
still m deficit, but it was increasingly in deficit.

WHAT DOES BALANCE OF PAYMENTS MEANS? AND WHAT
DOES IT MEAN TO HAVE A DEFICIT?

In simplest terms, the balance of payments is
the sum of money that Americans pay out for foreign
goods and services minus the sum of money paid to
Americans by foreigners for American goods and
services

Money that leaves the U.S. includes: direct
imports, as we’ve already mentioned, like wine and
cars; travel, that is, Americans traveling abroad;
and financial transactions, that is, Americans
lending money abroad, or foreigners borrowing in the
U.S.

The balance can either be a deficit or a sur-
plus A deficit means that more dollars are flowing
out than are flowing in.

SOME SAY THAT THE BIG FACTOR IN U.S. PAYMENTS
IS MILITARY SPENDING ABROAD (ON AMERICAN MILITARY
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* BASES IN OTHER COUNTRIES) . IS THAT TRUE?

Well, it ! s a major factor, but you have to

be careful. The flow of dollars out and the flow

of other currency in will sum up to a deficit or

surplus. Any one item contributes to that deficit

or surplus.

Some people have argued that the major pheno-

mena in the balance of payments has been the ability

of the Japanese and Germans to continually under-

sell us; by being better able to squeeze their la-

boring classes, or being better able to get sub-

sidies from their own governments.

And another major factor is that they have to

put less of their resources into non-productive mil-

itary investments domestically. One figure quoted

to me about Japan is that less than 1% of its Gross

National Product (GNP) goes into the military.

Whereas in the U.S. it's somewhere on the order

of 8 or 9%. I’ll explain this more fully later on.

[Ed. : In Part II]

So any one of these elements can be picked out

as important. They all sum up to either a surplus

or a deficit balance of payments.

THERE WERE OTHER INTERNATIONAL MONETARY AGREE-

MENTS MADE PRIOR TO THE 1971 DEVALUATION . COULD YOU

LAY THEM OUT.

Sure. Prior to World War II, the major economic

power was England . But England, after the war,

became a second-rate imperial power since the in-

ternational basis of its power--its colonies--were

essentially wiped out. Then the U.S. became the

first-rate imperial power.

The first monetary agreement after the war was

called the Bretton Woods Agreement. The agreement

was signed on July 19, 1946 in Bretton Woods, New

Hampshire where the International Monetary Fund

was organized to monitor and enforce it.

The Bretton Woods agreement essentially said

that all countries that were signatories--the non-

communist ceuntries- -agreed to align their curren-

cies with the dollar. That is, they established ex-

change rates between the dollar and the pound;

the dollar and the mark; the dollar and the franc.

And the U.S. agreed to align its currency with

gold at $35 per ounce. The link to gold was from

the pound (or any other currency) to the dollar to

gold. There was no direct link from the pound to

gold; it was all through the dollar.

Part of the agreement was that those countries

would maintain the exchange rate: between their own

currency and the dollar and that the U.S. would

maintain the exchange rate between the dollar and

gold. Also the U.S agreed to freely sell to any

foreign official institution (a central bank or

a government, but not to private individuals) what-

ever gold they wanted at the official price.

DID THE U.S, JUST START TO HAVE BALANCE OF

PAYMENTS DEFICITS?

No, the U.S. started to run deficits in the

late ’ 50s , around 1958. Running deficits, remember,

means that more and more dollars are being pumped

out of the U.S,
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The first deficits were not on trade; they were

on financial and foreign aid transactions, and 2Qili M

tary expenditures; that is, on transactions which

were not direct purchases of goods or services.

We only started running a deficit on actual

trade in 1971 when we posted a trade deficit of

$2 billion- -the first time since 1893 that we had

had a trade deficit. Now we’ve got an even bigger

one The 19 72 foreign trade deficit soared to

$6.4 billion, more than triple the record-breaking

deficit of 19 71

WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS OF A DEFICIT?

It’s a very simple supply and demand situation.

There are more dollars flowing out of the country

and so there is an excess supply of dollars out-

side the US., primarily in Europe and Japan.

Now, all the dollars flowing out; that tends

to drive the price of the dollar down. Driving the

price of the dollar down is the same thing as de-

valuation ,

This is similar to the wheat supply situation

in the 1950s when we had a lot of wheat which tend-

ed to drive the price of wheat down. The government

stepped in to peg the price of wheat higher than

it would have been on the open market.

In the case of the currency flow, the foreign

countries have to respond to the increased dollar

supply in their countries. They’ve agreed to peg

their currencies in terms of the dollar (the

Bretton Woods agreement). If they simply let all

the dollars float around Europe -it would have the

effect of tending to lower the value of their

currency. This is how the economic situation in

the U.S. can affect foreign economies.

For example, suppose there are a lot of U.S.

purchases of German goods. Dollars are going to

be transferred into marks. This will increase the

money supply in Germany, because the Germans have to

create more marks to buy all these dollars. So,

buying goods from Germany has the effect of both

increasing their money supply (which could become

inflationary) and increasing their production.

If we have a lot of demands for goods in the

U.S, , this can show up by demand for goods in Ger-

many; a boom in the U.S. can be transmitted to a

boom in Germany. Likewise a recession in the U.S.

can be transmitted to a recession in Germany.

So, if they simply let the dollars flow in

or flow out, their economies would be subject to

fluctuation caused by the U.S, And from World War

II to 1973, this is the way it’s always been. Be-

cause of the constant connection, in exchange rates,

to the dollar, foreign economies have been subject

to U.S. economic conditions.

Part of their dilemma is that if they buy up

all those dollars, and that is what they have to

do in order to stop the fluctuation and maintain

the exchange rate (again, its the wheat example,

you have to buy up the excess) , that has the effect

of creating more and more marks which makes it

very much harder to control inflation in their
economy.

Furthermore, the longer they buy up dollars,
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the easier it is for American companies to go in

and buy up, say, German and French goods and to

invest in those countries. Let me give you an ana-

logy-

Suppose that any single individual could go

out and buy anything they wanted by simply going

down into their basement and printing up pieces of

paper and putting their picture on it and signing

it. And giving it to people.

Now, as long as the people were taking those

pieces of paper everything is cool. You could buy

all you wanted to. You wouldn't have to worry about

being able to earn the Income to pay for it. But

once those people take those pieces of paper and

come back and say, well, we 1 11 only keep taking

these if you give us something in return for them,

then you've had it.

That's roughly the situation the U.S. was in.

It was in a position where it was creating all these

dollars, and so long as other countries were simply

taking them and holding them we could buy without

having to have the resources in return to sell

them.

When they started demanding that we had to

give themr. some thing for tfte dollars, that's where

the trouble started.

BUT WHAT'S THE PROBLEM THERE?

It's very important for the U.S. to have these

other countries simply hold the dollars. In effect

they were helping to finance our purchases of

their goods. That becomes important in the area

of our corporations investing in other countries.

There this holding of dollars supported, and in

the literal sense financed U.S. corporate invest-

ments. L That T s what De Gaulle was responding to in

the sixties-- the political implications of tremen-

dous American investment in France.

DeGaulle said, 'look, whenever I get dollars

I'm going to send them right back to you and de-

mand gold. Because, remember, under the Bretton

Woods agreement, you agreed to sell gold.'

You might say, well, what do we care about that.

Well, we cared at that point because our supply,

and the world's supply of gold was very limited.

Dollars you can just create by fountain pen, but

gold you can't.

By the way, the real significance of DeGaulle

doing this is that he made a real big issue of it.

He made public statements and gold actually left

the U.S.

So I think that all of this illustrates that

one of the things that the balance of payments

deficit is tied up to is American foreign invest-

ment. The role of the dollar based on the Bretton

Woods agreement meant to these countries that they

had to accumulate dollars. This allowed the U.S.

to invest overseas to a much greater extent then

if they did not accumulate dollars.

The deficit is a highly political phenomenon.

Economists have been saying for 15 years (obviously

not in 100% agreement) that probably the way to

handle the deficit in any country would simply be

to let the exchange rate fluctuate. Don't peg the
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exchange rate. 4

The U.S. objected to that because so long as

other countries would hold our dollars, it was to

our advantage to have a pegged exchange rate.

Then we could buy abroad and our corporations could

invest abroad without any restrictions What's

been happening in the last five years or so is that

those other countries were increasingly objecting

to that position.

The position they were putting forth was that

the U.S. should adjust its balance of payments de- .

ficit by use of internal economic policy. Let me

illustrate.

If we have a booming economy in the U=S 0 ,
that

implies that there will be lots of profits available

for individuals to buy foreign goods- It also im-

plies that there will be lots of profits available

for American companies to invest overseas--to buy

up Europe!

The Europeans responded that we should manage

a recession. We could, they said, increase taxes

or decrease government expenditures and make it

harder for Americans to spend money. That would re-

duce our demand for foreign goods and it would

reduce profits available for American companies to

invest overseas.

But we wanted them to handle the adjustment.

What we insisted on was that the European countries

should run their economies to conform to ours.

However, as foreign economies were getting stronger,

they were threatening to take direct measures to

restrict our activities.

Over the last year Germany, Italy, and other

countries were threatening to impose direct legal

restrictions on our ability to invest in buying in

their countries. For example, they could impose

capital controls which would either legally restrict

how much any American corporation could invest

in their country, or could put a high tax on them.

I think that is the point at which the U.S.

began to think we'd better cool it, because they

have the power to make these restrictions and if

they do that our multinational corporations are in

trouble.

What could we do? Well, we could go to war with

them, that's one thing we could do. But obviously

that was ruled out. I doubt that ^was even discussed.

To go to war with the Germans and the Japanese

would obviously be an economic war; we couldn't

justify it by any good guy vs. bad guy rhetoric.

So ruling that out we could impose restrictions

on them, and try to beat them down with a club. I

expect that was discussed extensively, and I expect

that was ruled out as being too costly to everybody.

The alternative that is finally coming about

is moving toward flexible exchange rates, that is,

no more pegging of exchange rates; no more feeling

on the part of the foreign countries that they had
to accumulate dollars; a moving away from the Bretton
Woods agreement.

The 1971 Smithsonian Agreement moved the ex-

change rate between dollars and gold from $35 to

$38 an ounce. And the recent 1973 agreement wiped
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out fixed exchange rates altogether- The price of
* gold in dollars now fluctuates on the open market.

And that is where we are now. Why did we make
this change

,
when five or ten years ago we were

violently against it? The reason, I think, is that

the U.S* economic position had weakened to the point
where multinational corporations felt that within
the context that had developed, fluctuating exchange
rates were their best alternative. I think they
feel they can handle that situation enough to their
own benefit that they still feel they* 11 come out

ahead.

- - 30 - -

[The second part of this interview will be run in
the next packet.]
*****#****•*#***** ******** ****#***•**•* * ********,*•**

WOUNDED KNEE OCCUPATION ENDS.

"A LOT OF STRENGTH AND UNITY CAME OUT OF IT"

LIBERATION News Service

WOUNDED KNEE, S D
.

(LNS) --After 70 days, two
deaths, and nearly 400 arrests, the occupation of

Wounded Knee ended on May 8 when an agreement was

reached between the Indians and the Federal govern-
ment. The settlement came two days after Lawrence
"Buddy" Lament, an Oglala Sious from the Pine Ridge
Reservation, killed by Federal guntire, was buried
in the mass grave that held the nearly 300 Indian
people who were killed in the original Wounded Knee

massacre in 1893.

The Indians agreed to lay down their arms and

those who had warrants against them agreed to sub-
mit to arrest if the government would hold to the

original April 5 agreement, At that time, the gov-

ernment agreed to a meeting with the traditional
chiefs and headmen from the reservation to discuss
the treaty of 1868.

Under that treaty the Oglala Sioux had been
promised all the land "from the east bank of the

Missouri River, the south bank of the Platt River,
Little Big Horn and up to the Canadian line,"
Though the government has been steadily taking over
more and more of that land since 1868, the Indians
were never reimbursed for it;

The government also agreed to discuss the
present conditions on the Pine Ridge Reservation.
The Justice Department is also supposed to audit
the books of the corrupt tribal government of trib-
al chairman Richard Wilson, the BIA and the Tribal
Council

,

Whether the meeting between traditional chiefs
and representatives of the government (newly appoint
ed White House Counsel Leonard Garment and Chief of
Staff General Alexander Haig were mentioned) comes
off is still up in the air Government negotiators
say that some Indians escaped with their weapons
from the occupied village before May 8th and there-
fore the government doesn't have to hold to their
end of the agreement- Among those who escaped and

who still are not in custody is Dennis Banks of

the American Indian Movement

In the past month or so, affidavits were col-

lected from 45 Indians on the reservation testify-
ing to corruption by Wilson or harassment from his
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"goon squad" men paid out of BIA funds to threaten

any one who stood up to Wilson- Though a few of

the Indians who filled out the affidavits withdrew

them out of fear, the government is only definitely

bringing two of the cases to court.

"The most any agreement can give them," said

one observer who had been at Wounded Knee through

most of the occupation, "is promises."

And many of the Indian negotiators pointed out

to the government that in the past the government

never lived up to all the beautiful promises that it
'

made to Indians- The government negotiators* res-

ponse was always, "Let's not rehash the past, let's

go forward,"

But for the Indians who held the town where 300
had been slaughtered by the United States government

90 years before, the past was very important. Red
Cloud, an Oglala Sioux had said in the previous cen-

tury, "They made us many promises, more than I can

remember, but they never kept but one; they promised
to take our land, and they took it."

* * *

Though Wounded Knee was a symbol to many Indians,
the occupation was not a symbolic protest .

. Bullets
flew all the time (some days 30,000 rounds were fired
into the settlement)- "People would lay on the floor
for seven hours afraid to raise their heads," said
Lou Schaeffer from "The Rest of the News", who was
there for most of the occupation- Bullets would
come in through three sides of the flimsy wooden
shacks that many of the permanent residents of Wounde
ed Knee lived in.

Several times the government threw tear gas
into Indian bunkers to try to gas the Indians out
into the open so they could shoot them.

"The frustrating thing," said Federal Marshall
Jim Crawford, "is that we are police officers paid
by the people to enforce the law. Those people down
there have broken the law, but we’ve not been permit-
ted to go in there and get them."

Food got very low at times, especially towards
the end, when less and less people were able to back-
pack food and supplies several miles into the be-
seiged village- By the end, people were down to one
meal a day of rice or beans or mashed potatoes.
"People got tired a lot," said Schaeffer.

Finally an agreement was reached and the Indians
agreed to lay down their arms. But even the way the
disarmament was "mutually" monitored >' revealed' :

the extent of the power of the U.S. government . .

that the couple of hundred Indians had held
out against.

On Tuesday morning, after all the occupants of
Wounded Knee had been processed, 50 federal marshalls
with high powered rifles, lined up tofcbe the govern-
ment's side of the monitoring force- In contrast
to this strength, the Indians had four men who had
been security guards during the occupation- They
were frisked for weapons before they started the op-
eration.

Part of the disarmament, it turned out, was
taking down the AIM flag and putting up the American
flag- As the American flag went up the marshalls
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shot off their weapons and one shot off many rounds
from his automatic weapon (he had been a marine
and still had his gun*) When one of the Indians
made a remark to one of the others about the "cere-
mony" he was told by one of the marshalls, "We could
shoot you here right now and say you tried to at-
tack us,"

One of the things that the establishment media
played up after the occupation was over was the
destruction of property in the village. The white
owners of the trading post, Jim and Jan Czywczynski,
found their trading post, which had sold over-priced
items to the Indians, burned to the ground. The
cause is not clear but it could have been started
by one of the government flares that were shot off.
The Indians had been using the trading post as a
place for people to sleep.

The white minister of the Church of God, Or-
ville Lansberrry, found his house and garage des-
troyed and said to a reporter that in the 26 years
that he had lived as a missionary in Chile, this
had never happened to him.

But though some of the "destruction" that the
press centered on were things like 70 days accumula-
tion of garbage which the Indians weren’t able to
dispose of, there was some destruction the papers
didn't talk about.

Between the time that the occupants of Wounded
Knee were being processed and the time that the
permanent residents of Wounded Knee were allowed
back in, BIA police, with the U r S. officials "turn-
ing their backs", went through the village, destroy-
ing a lot of Indian property.

A government housing project of 20 homes,
where many' pemabebt residents lived, was broken
up and decorative beadwork ripped down, for example,
Wallace Black Elk, a tribal medicine man, who left
most of his belongings--like his medical supplies,
his religious articles and his peace pipe--in his
car, had them and the car shot up, Grace Black Elk,
his wife, who was forced to leave her purse (which
contained $250) in the car, had that money stolen.
The press wasn’t allowed in until the residents came
back and blamed all the damage on the occupiers,

* * *

The significance of Wounded Knee, now that it
is over, is hard to judge. Already the government
has said, like after the Attica Prison rebellion,
that lengthy negotiations "will not necessarily be
the pattern followed in any future confrontation,"
as William Hell stern, a government negotiator
ominously put it. The Nixon administration is not
an administration that loses face easily.

As for the Indians themselves, "a lot of unity
and strength came out of it for the people on the
Pine Ridge reservation," said Gladys Bissonette,
"And Indians from other reservations are taking that
back to their reservations ."

So what will happen if the government doesn’t
live up to its agreements to discuss the treaties
is not clear. But some people predict that Richard
Wilson is going to fall (right now he is living in
the Pine Ridge jail for protection).

Cherokee, Oklahoma, where AIM is sponsoring a na-
tional conference on June 1. They are talking
about other struggles in the coming summer like
at Franks Landing, Washington, where Indians have
been battling for their fishing rights.

The people of the Pine Ridge reservation are
trying to rebuild Wounded Knee with new homes for
those that were wrecked or shot up, and a grocery •

store that will be cooperatively run by the resi-
dents, They need food and clothing to replace that
which was destroyed and money to help rebuild and .

to help bail out the 17 people who still remain
in jail (some with bails up to over $100,000).

Send money to the Wounded Knee Legal Defense/
Offense Office

1563 Kellog St.

Rapid City, S.D., 57701
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[See previous packets for other stories, and
graphics to go along with this story.]

***************************************************

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2---

--although he was the first U,S. citizen kidnapped
in recent years.

In the past two years there] have been at least
three major kidnappings--including a major indus-
trialist, the^ director of Mexico’s airport system
and the rector of Guerrero University. A total of
more than $500,000 was paid and at least 9 other
political prisoners were released. The kidnappings
were attributed to a small but increasingly active
guerrilla group based in the state of Guerrero
(where Guadalajara is situated). Guerrero is some-
times called the "Appalachia" of Mexico becauseodf
the abject poverty of its citizens as well as the
similarity of the terrain.

Until now attempts to track down the guerrillas
have failed, although Army harassment of the popu-
lation that protects them intensifies with every ac-
tion the guerrillas take.

-30-
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THE EXILE

The sun seeps through barbed borders,
Unheeded by the watchful squads.
And
A skylark sings its morning song in Tulkarim.
As evening comes
It sups and sleeps
Peacefully
With the birds of the kibbutzem.
A lost donkey strolls
Across the barbed borders;
It grazes peacefully.
Unheeded by the watchful squads.
But as for me, your ousted: son.
My native land,

BBtween my eyes and your skies
Walls of the border stand.

--Salem Jubran, Palestinian poet
from A Lover from Palestine and Other Poems : Ah

c

Many of the occupiers are already heading for Anthology of Palestinian
1

PoetrV
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